RESOLVE IDENTITIES.
OBLITERATE UNCOLLECTABLE DEBTS.
RECOVER MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN UNPAID TOLLS.
Losses are taking their toll
Like most state agency programs, toll authorities are feeling the pressure to accomplish more with less—to cut losses
and expenses while stretching budget dollars. Toll way systems are a crucial source of revenue for many states, and
every year millions of dollars are lost to unpaid tolls. Unpaid toll collectors are doing their best to recover unpaid
debts—but most are working with outdated identity information and underpowered tools.

How do unpaid tolls become uncollectable?
As people’s lives change so does the information that is used to identify them as unique individuals. Marriages
change names, relocations change addresses, assets are bought and sold and people die. Many life events change
identification information, but because agency data remains static, it becomes increasingly inaccurate as identities
evolve. Inaccurate data essentially equates to uncollectable debt.

EVERY YEAR

12% of the U.S. population has a
change in their ID information1

IN 5 YEARS

60% of database records
become inaccurate

Following identities through time
If static data is the problem, dynamic identity analytics is the solution. LexisNexis® monitors and constantly updates
hundreds of millions of unique identity records. Advanced linking technology creates and maintains a dynamic
history around each identity. As an individual’s identity information evolves over time, so does the LexisNexis identity
associated with that individual—in practically real-time.

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Jane Adams
221 Oak Street

Moved to
551 Apt #2
Elm Street

Married, new name
Jane Smith

Moved to
6228 Walnut Drive

Collecting “uncollectable debt”
By running a file of “uncollectable” debts (old static data) through the LexisNexis® Identity Contact Resolution
offering, much of the disparity between past and present data sets can be reconciled and new, verified identification
information can transform “uncollectable” debt into revenue opportunity. Dynamic identity analytics enables you to
verify and contact debtors—even as their identification information changes over time.

For more information:
Visit www.identitygov.com/collections
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